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Hello. As it says on the cover, twice, this is Joe Gordon.
What’s a ‘Joe Gordon’?
I am the Joe Gordon who is currently existing in his smelly
bedroom at 3:38 in the morning, writing an Elucidation. Twice in my life I
have been addressed as The Joe Gordon (and I have blushed on both
occasions). If you enter ‘Joe Gordon’ into Google all the hyperlinks will be
for a famous baseball player who I don’t know, and a dead jazz player who
recorded an album called ‘Lookin’ Good’. But I think that my name’s quite
boring so sometimes I think I’ll change my writing name to Zeph Gordy
(and always write it in italics). This change has not happened yet. The
most interesting thing I can say about my name is that it’s not Joe Boredon,
which I think is interesting because ‘Boredon’ is a fantastic name and just
to mention it is enough.
What’s a ‘Writer’s Elucidation’?
Well, it’s like a Director’s Commentary, only it’s mostly drivel. A
lot goes into any finished creative product before it reaches you in an airconditioned room or laminated cover. A lot of drivel passes through a lot of
hands. But I have a soft spot for this primitive puddle of drivel – the initial
chaos of over-ambitious ideas, the writing process, the smelly men in
smelly pyjamas who tap incessantly at dirty keyboards – and I thought I’d
shed some light on this particular puddle, for this particular play. The
shedding of light: Elucidation.
So I guess I want to shine a torch on what’s going on behind the
stage, behind the actors, behind the script, and take a few tentative steps
into The Writer’s Mind (that weird thing that’s kinda in my skull).
I’ll be honest with you: this is ad lib. Even this tenuous link to the
shedding of light was thought of (I kid you not) on the fly; the real reason
why this is an ‘elucidation’ and not a ‘commentary’ is because I thought it
would be a writery thing to do to use a thesaurus and pick out a more
pompous word for ‘commentary’. I’m not pompous really; I’d admit that I
often can’t spell thesaurus (that time I was lucky). Also, writing ‘writery’ is
not very writery.
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Yet a Writer’s Elucidation is writery, and writery enough. Right.
Now, let’s call this 3:50 in the morning between friends. I can’t be sure, but
you may have come and seen my play. What a writer emits is often the
product of many hours, many tears, and many, many toilet breaks. There is
a life behind every word. This ‘Elucidation’ is perhaps self-indulgent and
perhaps unnecessary, but I think it sounds like fun. That’s why I just hit
my glasses into the bin in excitement and why I’m grinning to myself now.
If you wanted a short introduction: this is a writer’s commentary1.
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If you wanted a nice picture of, say, a dog, please wait till page 4.
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The Rehearsal Script with Full Elucidation
Centre-stage is a simple office room with one door to each side. There is a
magazine table, on which there lie magazines such as ȇChurch Monthlyȇ and
ȇHell-Oh!ȇ There is a desk that has two trays on it, one marked ȇInȇ and one
marked ȇOutȇ, and a service bell. HERMAN - an upstanding middleclass Brit
- is sitting by the magazine table, holding a queue ticket and looking unsure of
where he is. ANGEL - a camp receptionist - enters.
The beginning before the beginning: stage directions. I used to feel
sorry for stage directions; they are the unsung heroes. Nobody quotes stage
directions (at least nobody I know). They’re just the skeletons that the
director dresses up. But I’ve realised that you can do all sorts with stage
directions. You can write nice things. You can make smug little jokes that
only an elite group of people who get hold of the physical script will ever
appreciate. You can send secret messages of love to the director. You can
use all manner of swear words that never have to be uttered.
I have done none of these things in this play. The stage directions
here are boring. I didn’t write this as a Play to Read. So it makes sense that
I’ve thrown in an Elucidation to Read.
Here is a direction for how you are to understand this Elucidation:
I’m not going to go through this play at watching-speed, as if I’m a
director talking in a hushed voice over my own film. I’ve got the whole
night. Now, what I have to explain to you as a matter of sheer factual
information is that this is not a commentary of the production of the play
you just saw, or for the actors in that performance. The cast is entirely
different. This is the elucidation of the play as it was put on in St.
Leopold’s Theatre, for the delight of students of Durham University. You
have most probably never ever seen the actors referred to below.
Also, this is not an elucidation of my choice of words, structure or
style. This is an elucidation of all that I can care to elucidate. As I hinted
above, I’m giving myself the liberty to ooze drivel.
ANGEL: Number 38? Right. This is purgatory, over there is heaven (points to
the main door), and there’s hell (points to the stage door).
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‘38’ is my friend’s favourite number. He had it tattooed onto his
arm just before I got ‘Zeph’ tattooed onto my arm, in an act of great reckless
spontaneity after going swimming one Wednesday afternoon. For me it
was either ‘Zeph’ or this dog:

HERMAN: What?
ANGEL: (Pointing) Heaven, purgatory, hell.
A Roman Catholic actually criticised me by this early point, because
apparently Roman Catholicism lacks a purgatory. I actually couldn’t
believe that he was making a criticism about the factual basis of the play.
Angel (the character) is a camp ginger man in a suit.
The original stage in my mind consisted of literally three rooms.
But then again I also visualised Devil (the) (the character) as being played
by Ricky Gervais and I sort of cast The Wizard of Oz as God.
HERMAN: What?
If there’s one thing that can be said of Herman (the character) in
this play it’s: what. This was totally his Hollywood catchphrase. On a
number of occasions people, like my friends and my producer, politely
asked me to describe Herman’s character, and I always had to laugh,
embarrassed, because I couldn’t get much further than: what. At some
points I called him a ‘blank canvas’, at others – as in the immortalised stage
directions above – ‘an upstanding middleclass Brit’. These are both
bollocks, really. Herman (the character) is something, but I’m not sure
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what. Perhaps Badly Drawnout Boy. But I think he works, enough.
ANGEL: Oh, sorry, I forgot, and you’re dead.
HERMAN: What?
And here the premise is clear. Herman (the character) is dead.
Herman (the actor) is, meanwhile, not dead. The night before this
performance he was more alive than ever, boinging around to unruly rock
music in The Panache Club for all he was worth. He is my best friend.
Nepotism won the day. The auditions were eye-opening for me. Never
before had such attractive ladies come to flaunt themselves in front of me
and answer to my every whim. And never before had I been able to reject
such beautiful ladies – bar one, Devil (the) (the actress) (below).
ANGEL: Yeah, and some people think it’s, like, a big practical joke, but it’s
not. Because you’re actually dead.
Angel (the character) is a camp ginger man in a suit, because I
thought that this kind of guy would be charming and funny. I originally
conceived of Angel (the character) as a kind of lady… I’m not sure what
kind of lady exactly, it was one and a half years ago and we didn’t know
each other for very long.
Angel (the Biblical being) is not having the Michael taken out of him
in this play. Last week we got a little scared that we’d have to take words
like ‘penis’ out of the play because the Scots apparently get very serious
about these things. But ‘penis’ remains. For ‘penis’, see below. Angel (the
Biblical being) has been satirically modernised, which I hear is a harmless –
even pleasant – experience.
Angel (the actor) was a friend of mine who fell in love with my
sister and went out with her for four months. It was weird because he was
old enough to do anything and he definitely wasn’t gay – which surprised
me, because he was so camp and so thespian. Anyway, they split up a
while back and three weeks ago he attempted to commit suicide and failed.
His weapons of choice were sleeping pills, but he was so scared when he
swallowed them, one by one, that he fell asleep before he died. I found
him. I remember seeing him with his pills and problems scattered about
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him, and I thought, ‘this is just a yawn for help’, and I told him this in the
morning and he laughed but he was still a wreck. But now he’s fine! So
thank God that sleeping pills work. God (the Theological Super Being)
makes an appearance later. Angel (the actor) loved his role. He says that
he’d play it again. He now lives with a girl who is not my sister, who is
well fit.
HERMAN: What?
Herman (the actor) used to spend hours in the mirror perfecting his
what. Wouldn’t you? He’s on stage for approximately 27 minutes. I’ve
known him for approximately 8 years and 10 months. It’s lovely that you
can boil your best friend down to a guy who says what a lot.
Herman (the character) says what 23 times in this play.
On the day of the audition, Herman (the to-be-actor) set himself a
quest. He set about working a machine. He sat on his bed in his room,
with this machine in his lap, and tried. For something. The skin around
his eyeballs crunched his eyeballs as his face helped his brain work it out.
He was sure of it – this machine could ooze goodness.
The best things in life are oozed.
He had seen it done, by more expert practitioners. He had done it
in his dreams and it had worked a charm. The goodness had oozed out of
the machine and wafted into the hearts and souls of a hundred thousand
living creatures.
When he was twelve, I remember him saying he thought the
machine made magic, but now, at 19, he thought it was much simpler than
that: the machine oozed goodness. At least it could do, if only he knew
how.
The machine is more commonly called a ‘guitar’. I gave him his
first lesson. Then I cast him as The Lead in my first ever play. And all he
could do in return was look in a mirror and say… what.
ANGEL: And you wouldn’t believe the trouble we have trying to tell people
that we’re not actors and that this is our day-job, and they actually say,
‘don’t quit your day-job’ and the only thing we can really say to that is,
‘look, mate, you’re dead, honest to God - which is actually part of the
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contract - and you better hope that I’m good at this job, or you’ll be
going to the wrong room.’
Now this is what we in the industry call ‘a long sentence’. It’s a bit
of a stumbling along of 4 or 5 mini-ha-has, and it wouldn’t have lacerated
your funny organ, but, you know.
HERMAN: What?
There are over an infinite number of ways of doing those five
whats. I brainstormed and got to 14 and stopped counting, but I swear. I
think John Cleese could do it well. So could Rik Mayall. Maybe they
could play split-conscious together, just like in Fight Club.
It is 4:56 in the morning, Day One of writing. From now on I will
probably not mention the time of writing and I will just do it. First of all I
will probably consult a friend (“is this good or is it weird and should I stop
it?” will probably be the opening question). Good night.
ANGEL: That’s FIVE whats! That’s enough to power a little light inside your
brain that goes ‘ping’ and says to you, ‘you know, maybe I am dead and
this angel guy knows what he’s talking about’.
HERMAN: But… I don’t even believe in God!
ANGEL: I know… and that’s why you have rather a lot of explaining to do!
HERMAN: But…
ANGEL: Are you stuck again? Look, no jokes, you’re dead.
HERMAN: But…
The instant transferral from what to but here reflects the usurping
of Protestant Christianity by neo-Christianity ULTRA. No, it doesn’t really.
You can’t have a man just say what again and again. That’s insane.
At this point the play has barely begun. Your vocal chords are
probably at that braced state where they’re crying out to perform a Gordy
Half-Laugh™. Or maybe that’s just me. A Gordy Half-Laugh is my very
own laugh, which is actually about 0.1 of a real laugh – it is a laugh so
abrupt and to the point so as to not pollute the comedic atmosphere. A long
string of Gordy Half Laughs may be called ‘odd’.
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ANGEL: Yeah, and don’t worry, it was a happy death. Like fish. Yeah, you
died like a free fish, so don’t worry about it and enjoy the time you
spend here.
Angel (the actor and friend) confessed to me, after the production
of the play, that he had never understood this line, but that it was OK
because he loved it anyway. I guess that must be the closest I’ve ever come
to writing music. But watch the play a second time, unlock a higher tier of
appreciation, and you’ll realise that this does, kind of, make sense. It
makes sense to me. See, my mum says she’s a vegetarian but she eats fish.
How can she justify this? Happiness. Fish are free and happier than
animals, everybody knows that. And so, I guess the argument goes, they
must be willing to accommodate to us by suffocating to death and finding
their way onto our plates.
Maybe I’ll write another play about the myriad intricacies of
vegetarianism.
One of my sisters – not the one who went out with Angel (the actor)
is a vegan. Sometimes she doesn’t eat wheat.
HERMAN: But…
Sometimes she doesn’t eat sugar.
ANGEL: AndBut sometimes she eats.
HERMAN: No, wait, sorry I actually do have something to say.
ANGEL: Yes?
Angel (the character) originally said ‘say?’ here. It was a weird line.
Who actually says ‘say?’ in isolation?
I did also direct this play, but this Elucidation is mainly from a
writer’s perspective.
When I directed I took on a different role and I
thought of myself as José Granvier. José was a much more confident man,
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who was slightly fatter than Zeph Gordy. He was brimming with ideas and
had supernatural powers of gesticulation. Sadly he did not live for long.
Maybe one day he will be resurrected. This would be apt as Jesus was
supposedly resurrected and Jesus is alluded to in this play.
HERMAN: Yes. I don’t get it - you said it’s your job to make sure I don’t
enter the wrong room. But you just told me that there’s heaven and
there’s hell?
Confusion.
Herman (the actor and my best friend) is a funny old bed fellow.
He is a juggler and an idealist.
But – if you want to take a romantic perspective on reality – he
saved the life of Angel (the actor). Before auditions he didn’t even know
the guy; I was their mutual friend and they had never spoken to each other.
A few weeks into rehearsals Herman (the actor) was still trying to
learn how to play the guitar and was doing so in my room. Angel (the
actor), who lived next door to me, also came round, because he was slightly
upset about the general state of his entire life. I tried to console him by
pointing out that he was playing a magnificent role in a play written by an
up-and-coming star. I couldn’t help him.
Then he heard Herman (the actor) pluck a few notes on the guitar.
“That’s good,” he told Herman (the actor), who had been trying to
get goodness out of the machine quite obsessively since auditions. Herman
(the actor) took it as a throw-away morsel of sympathy. He had never been
any good with musical instruments and he didnȇt believe he was oozing
goodness just yet. If he was oozing something, it was something else, and
he wanted to know what.
However, Angel (the actor) was not being sympathetic. His
festering depression had been genuinely affronted by Herman (the actor)ȇs
amateur guitar playing. Goodness had had its way. Just as Eddie Vedder
of Pearl Jam claimed music saved him from suicide, in a roundabout way
this simple plucking was to later save the life of Angel (the actor).
This was the start of the friendship between Angel (the actor) and
Herman (the actor). Angel (the actor) thought heȇd try to get to know
Herman (the actor) by jumping in at the deep end.
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“Sorry, Iȇm just pathetically suicidal at the moment.”
Herman (the actor) took it as a sort of joke and replied,
“Alright, well if you do it, do it with sleeping pills.
rubbish.”

They’re

ANGEL: Ah, but who says that I’m an angel apart from me? And who says
that you’re meant to go to heaven and who says you’re meant to go to
hell. That’s what this little room’s for, and that’s my job, sort of.
Though I don’t actually have contractual responsibility anymore
because we’ve downsized and now it’s all self-service.
HERMAN: Self-service?
One of my favourite lines.
ANGEL: Yes. We used to do tests on you in here. We had an IQ test where
we’d ask you lots of questions, like what’s the square root of this, and
what does this word mean, and what’s the funny shape… and then real
sneakily there’d be a question like, ‘would you murder your mother if
you were paid a million pounds’. It was randomly inserted into the test,
so we thought people would just answer naturally. It was against the
clock, you see. Tapping into their subconscious, spiritual forces. You’d
be surprised how many people got caught out by that one. And we had
fitness tests. But someone realised that someone’s fitness might not be
proportional to their morality, so we had to scrap it. But it was one of
the favourites, everyone thought it was fun. Except fat monks. Fat
monks never liked it. They always complained that it was unfair on
people who had devoted their lives to religion instead of exercising.
But then, there’s always an alternative to fatty foods, isn’t there? That’s
what I thought. But the system needed to be changed. Anywho - as I
said, self-service, ring this bell (indicates) if you need me, and have a
whale of a time.
The sound file for this bell noise was made by one of my other
good friends. It ties in with the song that this play ends on. People love it
when you repeat things and kinda-repeat things and repeat the kindarepeats of things. My friendship groupȇs always been fantastic at
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generating new in-jokes; itȇs the same sort of idea.
HERMAN: But aren’t you supposed to be helping me?
ANGEL: You’d think so, wouldn’t you?
HERMAN:…(confused) yes?
Is the audience in purgatory? The producer for the Edinburgh
performance is very excited about conveying this idea. We thought that
maybe we could hand out queue cards to everyone as they enter. But we
couldnȇt really have Herman (the character) immersed in a live audience,
and we probably couldnȇt convince everyone that theyȇre dead. Maybe next
time.
ANGEL: Yeah. Sorry, it’s just the job gets a little repetitive sometimes. And a
tad morbid.
HERMAN: Well can’t you tell me more about my death?
Herman (the name) is great. Nobody even says it till the end, but it
kept me happy. I wrote this play because a friend at Cambridge University
said he was producing a ‘Smorgasbord’ of short plays and thought I should
enter. At first I wrote a play called ȇMind Over Chatterȇ, which is about
figments of the imagination talking to each other and rolling their heads –
itȇs classic. But he said I might as well write another play, so I did. I woke
up at about 10:00 in the morning (true inspiration always strikes a.m.) and I
can distinctly remember being in smelly pyjamas. I wrote for about three
hours, without opening the curtains, and half of it was already done. I
finished it off the next morning. Then I spent one and a half years editing
it, changing very, very little, and here is the end product.
It was one of my favourite writing experiences. I was laughing at
my own jokes, my thoughts were racing faster than my fingers, and I love
writing when Iȇm a smelly mess of a man. I wish Iȇd had more of these
sessions.
ANGEL: Thing is, I never understood the system and I’m just stalling you.
HERMAN: What do you mean?
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What is the meaning of this play? Is it just comedy? Or is it
speckled with philosophical intrigue? Answers have differed. Herman
(the actor) once said that this play was as good as the laughter it evokes.
The problem is that you canȇt hear peopleȇs minds ticking over the
fundamental issues of life and death, but you sure can hear a giggle.
ANGEL: Well, (approaches and settles), if this was all eternal and immortal and
ever-lasting, then how long before people stop clinging onto their
mortal life?
I mean even Jesus is still banging on about the bloody
loaves and fishes, not to mention the cross, and he’s up there, you
know, brown-nosing. Some say he’s even in cahoots with the boss. So
when people ask me about their death, I don’t know whether or not I
want to tell them, because maybe they should just forget it and enjoy
eternal happiness… or, you know, grin and bear eternal damnation. I
haven’t yet seen someone do that though - everyone, you’ll see, always
banging on about they lived and how they died. But I don’t know, and I
shouldn’t really be bashing the system because it’s been very good to
me. (whispers) And it let me off on a little, you know, dirty sin, that I’ve
had to keep back from that one (points to Hell). You know (makes a weird
gesture). I didn’t know it was a sin. At the time, lots of things were sins,
and it got confusing which ones were and which ones weren’t. I was See what I was saying? Always harking back to the mortal life. Try not
to do it. I mean, actually, try not do it. You’ll realise how impossible it
is. Makes you think, doesn’t it. And there’s plenty of time for thinking
here (pause). See, you just had a few seconds of that. Extend that to
infinity. But you never get to infinity, do you? Got a lot of time to
ponder things like that. (slaps HERMAN on the shoulder)But don’t worry,
I’m not having you on. You’re actually dead. Kind of reassuring, in a way?
Isn’t it? Like going to sleep after a hard day at work? (HERMAN looks
mildly terrified) No? Oh well, can’t please everybody. Ring if you need me
(Exits through front of stage or side door.)
This speech was criticised for ruining pace. Perhaps one day it will
be shown the bin. Today, it stays. One of the things a good writer is meant
to be able to do is throw away his best scene if it doesnȇt fit in. I think lots
of writers find it hard enough to throw away even the mediocre stuff. I do.
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Iȇm getting better at it. You’ve got to remember that every sentence is a
writer’s little baby.
HERMAN is left by himself. He steps around, inspecting pot plants and the
like.
Just imagine if this Elucidation was actually tacked onto the play.
Every now and again the actors would freeze and I would add another
tangential anecdote. It would be shit.
HERMAN: (Walks to Heaven door, looks around, tries the Heaven door. It doesn’t
open so goes to the Hell door. It opens and he enters. Lights turn to Hell. The
DEVIL comes out, seeming like a receptionist.). Hello, is this hell?
Devil (the original character in my mind) was not a French woman.
As I said above, it was Ricky Gervais. But on the day of the auditions I fell
in love at first sight of Devil (the actress). And she could act. I fall in love
with approximately one girl per week. ȇLove at first sightȇ is generally
accepted by the masses as a noble emotion. There are only so many noble
emotions in the world, so I basically pig-out on love at first sight. Every
time itȇs just as noble. I wrote these lines for her, so that I could fudge her
Dutchness into the play. She was Dutch; Devil (the Edinburgh actress) is
French. Recently we translated the Dutchness into the Frenchness.
On the first day of performance the Dutch devil played this role
better than Ricky Gervais ever could. She absolutely commanded the stage,
as Devil (the character) really should.
By this point I was also in full-bloom love with her and she was in
some sort of love with me.
DEVIL: (In French: Bet you haven’t said that before)
HERMAN: So, it is? Je... le... suisIt was difficult because God (the actor) was going out with Devil
(the actress). He only came to the auditions because she did. He was a
small guy with a big voice. Nice guy.
Sadly, I made him cry.
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As far as I know I have never made God (The Theological Super
Being) cry.
DEVIL: Oh, you’re English. Another Englishman. Zut alors… bollocks.
HERMAN: (In consternation) Bollocks?.. is this hell?
Herman (the actor) wanted to get ȇbollocksȇ in. He wanted to say
ȇbollocksȇ and I made his wish come true. He loved the feel of ȇbollocksȇ on
his tongue.
DEVIL: (Same tone as when in French) Bet you’ve never said that before.
HERMAN: I just… so it is?
DEVIL: Yeah. But you’re not allowed to see it until you, you know, know
which way you’re going.
HERMAN: And you’re some kind of receptionist?
DEVIL: (sighs) Buddy, what does it say on my nametag.
HERMAN: Sorry, I haven’t got my glasses on. (Approaches) Devil, in brackets
The.
I considered changing this to ȇDevil, in brackets leȇ but decided
against it. It wouldȇve excluded those absolutely ignorant of French, and
translation processes play havoc with comedy timing.
RECPTIONIST: Is that a shock?
HERMAN: What?
Iȇll be honest with you: Iȇm not a successful writer. I have written a
number of stories that have been rejected time and time again by the big
people with the big money. This play is my only glimmer of success, at this
point. I am only twenty, so this is fine. Iȇve got used to rejection from a
young age – this is a good thing (I tell myself).
DEVIL: I mean, look at me, I’m just a normal kind of girl, aren’t I? No wah!
No ooo! No horns! No red! No blood! Bet I get a bad press back on
earth. Make me look fat and grotesque, and that’s just the start of the
lies. I fought back but all I could get was for God’s name to be used as
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swear words.
I got rejected when I first asked out Devil (the Dutch actress)
because, she told me, she was going out with God (the actor who was a
small guy with a big voice). Maybe thatȇs not technically a rejection. I
should have found it out first, really. I was young, I was happy, I was
riddled with nerves; I thought it was just best to come out with it, after the
third rehearsal. God (the actor) hadnȇt come to any of those rehearsals. He
came to the fourth one. If he had come to the first one – if God (the actor)
had had an earlier appearance – I wouldȇve realised and I would never have
declared my petty affections for Devil (the actress).
In other words, if God (the actor) had been on the scene earlier I
would never have fallen in full-bloom love and I wouldnȇt be with Devil
(the actress) now.
HERMAN: WellDEVIL: Christ!
HERMAN: -none of this really seemsDEVIL: In the throes of passion?
See, what we were doing here was spelling out the previous lines
and making Devil (the character) seem even wackier. I always wanted
Devil (the character) to seem nutzoid.
Using God and The Devil as
characters is a bit of a cheat really, because straight away you’ve got the
most timelessly interesting characters in the world. So you might as well
make them both a bit insane.
HERMAN: (Confused) -how I expected it. I thought angels have wings andDEVIL: Yes, they do. It’s just not fashionable to show them anymore. When
birds on earth got the same idea it was disastrous. They all fell out of
the sky. Guess who cleared that one up? You ever had moments where
things, fundamental things, haven’t made sense? Or were suddenly
different from how you used to truly believe? Everything just seems
odd? Like your whole lifeȇs just been one stupid game of Blind Manȇs
Bluff?
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This was the section of the play that needed the most refining in
terms of wording. Originally I used the line “your understanding is
playing a game of Blind Man’s Bluff”, and apparently I was in a minority
of people who actually understood this.
HERMAN: Yeah, yeah I suppose so. Quite frequently too.
DEVIL: And you’re being poked and tickled from all sides, manipulated in a
metaphysical manner? Nothing makes sense… Yeah, no, sorry, that
wasn’t anything to do with our power, I just always think that’s pretty
cool.
The Devil (the actress) was actually the least cool of all those who
turned up to the audition. She also didn’t know how to say ‘I just always
think that’s pretty cool’ to any kind of good effect before I told her how. I
never did tell her how to be cool, and she never told me. Neither of us is
particularly cool.
HERMAN: I see. So, how do you have power over the things on earth?
DEVIL: I do.
HERMAN: How did you teach birds to fly again?
DEVIL: Zaps. No, not really. That was a lie.
HERMAN: What?
DEVIL: I made it up. You’ve got to do something, Hell gets as boring as hell.
(Sincerely) Laugh. Laugh, now.
Rehearsing this bit of the play is often very strange. If these lines
are given too sternly, they’ll scare the audience, but if they’re not given
sternly enough then they’ll lose all their power. At every performance of
this play to date these lines have worked and the audience has laughed, as
requested.
HERMAN: No.
DEVIL: Or you won’t be able to join my club.
HERMAN: I don’t want to join your club.
We all went out to a London club – Sound, I think – before the
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dress rehearsal. God (the actor) was fine with how things were by now,
because I was with Devil (the actress) and he had no wish to terminate my
life because of this.
Get a group of Year 7s, who are about 11 years old, in a dumpy old
Drama classroom, and tell them to dance. They’ll dance. They’ll dance in
front of the teacher, in front of each other. They’ll thrust and swing their
hips and fall to the floor holding imaginary microphones.
Then get a group of ‘adults’ together. They all want to dance. But
they need to gulp down gallons of fashionable poisons. They need the
lights to be turned down low. They need make-up and perfumes. They
need music.
Kids don’t even need music.
Anyway, we danced in Sound and somehow there was a kid in
there who was about eleven years old, and he got told to Fuck Off.
Us adults didn’t need him.
DEVIL: What a spoilsport. But here’s the real comedy - technically I have a
greater claim over you than Old White-Beard over there, seeing as you
didn’t believe in God, did you?
If God is perfect then why can’t he shave?
HERMAN: I didn’t believe in you, either!
DEVIL: Ah, but did you ever say it?
HERMAN: Well… I can’t remember saying it, no. I thought the two came
hand in hand!
DEVIL: I don’t need him. He’d be nothing without me.
HERMAN: Exactly.
DEVIL: No, not exactly. Not exactly. Because I’d do fine without him. I’m a
one-woman show. I can play one of those one-man-band things, you
know.
There was a minor alteration here. It said ‘I could play one of those
one-man-band things’. We wanted to make the Devil (the character) more
confident. Who is to say how confident Devil (the Queen of Evil) actually
is?
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I am not a Christian. On a scale that looks like this:

HERMAN: Can you?
Can there exist such a scale? You can say that logically you must
be one or the other. But you could also say that God trumps logic. There
were more philosophical references in the original copy of this play. One
of the pruned segments was this:
GOD: You’re not one of those Pascal’s Wager people, are you?
HERMAN: You already knew – I didn’t believe in God.
GOD: Good, because I can’t stand them. He can have them. They give me
headaches and try to argue that they should get into heaven on logical
reasons. They just don’t get it. They don’t understand who calls the
shots.
Some people might not have been familiar with Pascal’s Wager.
I study psychology and philosophy. Most of the philosophy in this
play comes in the form of bastardizations of the humorous notes I made in
my philosophy lectures for the module ‘Metaphysics and Religion’.
Pascal’s Wager was covered in these lectures. Pascal’s Wager basically says
that when it comes down to believing in God, you might as well. I think
that his argument (not properly presented here) is pants. But the idea of
God being a bookie at your nearest William Hill is amusing and I’m sure
Pascal saw the funny side at some point.
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DEVIL: No. But I’m playing with your mind!
The other play that I wrote at around this time, ‘Mind Over
Chatter’, was basically the ‘Mind and World’ module equivalent of this
play. Allusions were made to such notable philosophers as Columbus, The
Voices of Reason, and chickens.
HERMAN: No, you’re not.
DEVIL: Give me time, give me time. Anyway, I think it’s a little mean.
Saying that I couldn’t exist if he didn’t exist. I could have won the war.
I tried to write a third act that drew together and concluded ‘At
Death’s Doors’ and ‘Mind Over Chatter’. It was a far from seamless link.
This third act was called ‘Playing God’. It starts off with God (the
character) and Devil (the character) having a bit of slapstick. Then there’s a
light-hearted sit-com-ish scene involving them and Angel (the character).
One of my favourite sections of dialogue from that scene is this:
GOD: Now… we need more staples.
DEVIL: Zap ‘em up then.
GOD: I can’t be arsed, you zap up some staples.
DEVIL: Make me.
GOD: (Pause) I dare you.
DEVIL: Look, I’ll do it if you give me Bromley.
GOD: No!
DEVIL: You gave me Croydon five years ago, you didn’t mind then!
GOD: (Pause) I’m not giving you Bromley.
I thought that this third act was shaping up rather well. The two
people I showed it to were, quote, “not convinced.” I still have plans to
squeeze ‘At Death’s Doors’ into some sort of full-length production. I
would equally like to write some other sort of full-length production. I am
still full of childhood dreams; I am not very willing to say goodbye to
either my childhood or my dreams.
HERMAN: Yes, but you evidently didn’t.
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DEVIL: Maybe I did. Maybe the guy in there is just one of hell’s angels.
HERMAN: Is he?
DEVIL: Is who? Me? Who’s me? Whosimee! (makes a face) Blah! (Composes
herself). Yes, I could have won. Evil was always stronger because we
have many more sharp edges.
Devil (the character) really triumphs in these lines. One night
Devil (the actress) said ‘Evil was always stronger because we have many
more sharp ears’. Nobody noticed it – they thought it was hilariously
random – but she made it up to me with hugs and kisses later nevertheless.
HERMAN: Is that a fact?
DEVIL: No. I lied again. Join my club. Go on. I would say that it’s heavenly
but…
HERMAN: You’re not a very good salesman, are you?
DEVIL: Aren’t I? You tell me.
Confrontation.
One of the most memorable confrontations I have ever had is when
I shoved my friend, who is taller than tall, against a locker. According to
him I reinforced this physical attack with the line:
“You’re taller than all reason!”
I don’t think that I said this. Either way, he totally owned me,
smashed me against the lockers, and I left the room almost in tears, trying
to keep myself collected.
Now it’s just a priceless nostalgic tale.
I have seen this guy’s willy. I remember the memory of seeing his
willy, but I can’t remember what his willy looked like. Metamemory, oh
how you mock me.
HERMAN: I just did.
DEVIL: No you didn’t, you asked me a question. I gave no answer. Nobody
won. Join my club.
Devil (the actress) has seen my willy – not Devil (the French actress)
who you may have seen, but Devil (the Dutch actress). The Devil takes
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many forms.
HERMAN: It seems like you’re an abysmal salesperson.
DEVIL: You could say diabolical. But don’t. It’s not true. Am I? If you buy
into this thing, then surely I’ll be a good salesperson.
HERMAN: Yes.
DEVIL: (Sighs) No, I’m terrible. He’s getting everybody these days. I try so
hard but he always wins.
I am listening to Spinal Tap, ‘Big Bottom’. It is gold. ‘This is
Spinal Tap’ was released on the year of my birth. It is my favourite film. I
have written many things which are Tappy. I could’ve made this
Elucidation Tappy, but I chose to make it a bit plainer, darker, and quirkier.
If I could have cast Derek Smalls in the play somewhere, I would
have.
They can do the movie soundtrack.
‘Christmas with the Devil’ would be suitable.
HERMAN: There, perhaps a sentence of sense. Wait, why am I educating the
devil?
DEVIL: Because you love me. Don’t deny it. And now you’re sympathetic of
my poor, poor hell, and you want to join it and me. Yes?
HERMAN: No.
Jews don’t have a devil. I’ve always been a little sceptical about
whether or not it’s up to Jews, or anyone else, to choose. My best friend –
Herman (the actor) – is Jewish. He chooses not to believe in God. Some
Jews say that he can’t be Jewish then. But he believes in Matzo, Seinfeld,
and a song called Hava Nagila, and they seem much more Jewish. Besides,
if you’re going to choose not to believe in the Devil, it’s only fair to not
believe in God as well. Otherwise it’s an unfair fight.
When I was young I invented a religion called Joedaism. I
believed in myself and I think I made up ridiculous laws, like everyone
had to be allergic to the colour red.
The greatest trick the devil ever pulled… the Jews bought it.
I’m not being anti-Semitic. My grandparents were Jews in Nazi
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Germany. They’re a little upset that none of us grandchildren are Jewish.
But then again they’re also a little upset that my sister’s a vegan, and that
she’s a lesbian.
My sister thinks that Devil (the actress) is well fit. I said “hands
off”.
DEVIL: I have a confession.
HERMAN: For your sins? Couldn’t that take some time?
Would the Devil be forgiven?
I think it’d be wise to give him/her at least a smack.
DEVIL: No, for one lie. I’m not actually the devil.
HERMAN: But it says so on your nametag! Devil, in brackets The.
DEVIL: I printed it off. It’s a lie. I’m a fraud.
HERMAN: Who’s the devil?
DEVIL: (leans in and whispers) Jesus.
HERMAN: Jesus? Jesus is the devil?
What an accusation. This is one of those ‘controversial’ lines that I
really didn’t want to take out.
What a twist that’d make.
The Bible Testament III: The Secret of Jesus.
I’ve always wanted to start a band called ‘Jeezy C and the Disciples
of Glee’. But I can’t play the guitar all that well.
Herman (the actor) is now a decent guitarist. He can let goodness
ooze.
DEVIL: Ha! That’s a sin! You blasphemed! You must join my club!
HERMAN: What, so you are the devil?
DEVIL: What’s it to you?
HERMAN: (loudly) I just died! This is when I’m meant to find out everything!
DEVIL: Nobody ever promised you that. Did God promise you that?
I’m actually not sure if God does make any promises like this in
The Bible, I’ve never read it.
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Would it be a good idea to read the dictionary from cover to cover?
Do people do this?
In the original master script, this scene was padded out a bit by a
bizarre analogy. As thus:
HERMAN: (Loudly) I just died! This is when I’m meant to find out
everything!
RECEPTIONIST: Nobody ever promised you that. We certainly never did.
Other mortals promised you that. It’s like chips. Sweeties are fine,
they have the ingredients on the side, but chips. You go to a chip van,
you buy some chips. And you assume that they’re not death chips – I
mean not anymore, because you’ve died – but you used to assume
that they’re not poison chips, or evil chips, or you know, generally
disgusting chips. But nobody promised you.
HERMAN: That’s not very analogous.
RECEPTIONIST: Parry. Here’s my parry – pizza? Evil pizza?
You’ll notice that DEVIL was once RECEPTIONIST, because
before the DEVIL reveals his/her identity you’re meant to think that they’re
just a receptionist. I’m still not even sure, to this day, what you’re
supposed to do when scripting this common sort of situation. At some
point soon I will endeavour to find out.
More importantly: evil pizza. If anyone wants to write a play about
evil pizza, feel free, I won’t take any legal action.
HERMAN: I don’t know, I haven’t seen him yet.
DEVIL: You came to me first? I already have you under my spell?
HERMAN: No, it was just I couldn’t open the door.
DEVIL: I know. I chewing gummed up the lock.
No chewing gum has been used in any production of this play. It’s
all sly artifice.
HERMAN: Wait, are you actually the devil? Brackets and all?
DEVIL: No. The real devil’s the other one, not Jesus - Peter. Him - from the
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Bible. Peter. You know, Peter Pan! Peter Pan! Hook!
Would also make a good twist.
HERMAN: I don’t understand you.
DEVIL: And yet you said I couldn’t play with your mind! Ha! (Cries) Next!
This one’s smitten!
HERMAN: No, there’s a difference between saying stuff that doesn’t make
sense, and making me think that my thoughts don’t make sense.
This is a mouthful and Herman (the actor) had to repeat it a number
of times.
DEVIL: Look, let’s be honest with each other. Man to man, in brackets
woman, in brackets ‘Devil’, close brackets, square brackets ‘The’.
Cheese doesn’t fly.
There’s a funny story behind ‘Cheese doesn’t fly’. My mother told
me that she’d never liked processed cheese. I thought she said ‘processed
geese’. I agreed with her; I’ve never known one processed goose that has
gone out of its way to be nice to me. Then I asked her if geese could fly,
because I really didn’t know, and she said to me – thinking that we were
still thinking about cheese: “cheese doesn’t fly”.
That’s a funny story that isn’t actually at all true. Really, things like
‘cheese’ just make great random words. One of the best categories for
funny random words is sea creatures. There’s something about sea
creatures that is unbeatably absurd.
So the real story behind those three words is this: ‘Cheese doesn’t
fly’ sounds funny, because it involves cheese and it doesn’t make sense. I
could have said ‘Cheddar feel love,’ but I prefer the original.
HERMAN: What do you mean?
DEVIL: I jelly fish mean liquefy you.
Sea creatures, you see? The trick to a good random sentence is it
can’t be too random, but must be random enough. This is illustrated
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below.

If you’re too good at being random, then you’re not random
anymore, you’re just trying to be random. ‘Random’ is now one of the most
overplayed tracks on people’s vocal play lists. But it’s a classic, like the
word ‘classic’, like ‘Sweet Child o’ Mine’.
HERMAN: Are you just spouting random words?
DEVIL: Ha!
Random words.
The unpredictable.
The ambushers.
Unexplained. Unasked for. The quirky bursts. The non-sequitur.
HERMAN: Yes, all that stuff.
DEVIL: Er, yeah. Did it work?
HERMAN: What were you trying to do?
DEVIL: Mess with ya.
These days, many intellectuals think that religion messes with kids.
At the same time, religions think that most modern things mess with kids.
I have never been a great fan of organised religion.
That doesn’t make this play subversive and heretical; it’s just a bit
of fun.
HERMAN: Then no, it didn’t work.
DEVIL: I am Spartacus.
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See.
HERMAN: Are you?
DEVIL: (Laughs heavily) You’re an idiot. I’m the devil.
HERMAN: Are you though?
DEVIL: No.
HERMAN: That’s it, I’m off to find God. Because quite frankly you’re
nonsensical and a nuisance. (Makes for heaven door)
This was my favourite line of the play for about a week.
DEVIL: That’s not club-talk. You’ll never be in the hell club if you talk like
that. Or maybe you will. Or maybe you’ll never know. Or maybeHERMAN: Shut up, or talk to yourself, but I’m going to see God.
Herman (the actor) now makes his musical machine ooze goodness
quite frequently. I think that the machine that can make the most goodness
is the machine behind your eyes. Some people never stop looking for this
machine. Some people have better machines than others. In philosophy
we are encouraged to ask ‘what is goodness’? But for most people it is
glaringly obvious, even if it cannot be defined in terms of little black
shapes on white pages, or vibrations of flaps of skin near where we
swallow food down. Even though these are some of our very best tools.
DEVIL: As I said, don’t expect anything. There’s no reason to. First, have a
bite of my apple.
HERMAN: What?
At this point you are probably not thinking ‘where is Angel (the
character and the actor)?’ One night, he was on the train home to see my
sister. This was during the period when I feared asking him anything
about the relationship because I thought it might disgust me. On the
second night he drank Tesco Value vodka until he passed out. On the third
night he did much the same. On the fourth night he went to pick up his
car. Then we all went for a drive, because he passed his driving test five
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hours before the play.
That night, he didn’t drink until he passed out. We found
ourselves on a dark and abandoned countryside road. Angel (the actor) was
at the wheel and in front of us was a monster. Angel (the actor) stopped the
car. We couldn’t make out what it was, since there were no streetlights on
this haunting lane. I thought it was a dog – a massive dog. It was
bounding towards us. No, a cow. I thought that it was a cow. A cow was
charging at us, most probably mooing under its breath, intent on running
us down.
In fact, it was a horse. Seriously. We screamed as this 1
Horsepower beast ran straight for us. It would’ve trampled us to death and
we would’ve required the help of Angel (the Biblical entity) to take us up
to heaven (if I’m not presuming too much).
But do horses trample cars? On that night, it didn’t. It glided past
the side of the car and knocked back our wing mirror as it went. We drove
away as fast as we could.
On the fifth night, at this point in the play, he was drinking Tesco
Value vodka in the full knowledge that he would probably pass out.
He has a torn face and tufty ginger hair.
He is now the least suicidal he has been for the last three years.
DEVIL: My apple (picks from desk). Eat it? For me?
HERMAN: No. I read the bible. Parts of it.
‘Devil’ is one letter away from ‘Evil’ and ‘God’ is one letter away
from ‘Good.’ ‘Devil’ is an anagram of ‘Lived’ and ‘God’ is an anagram of
‘Dog’.
DEVIL: Dramatisation, the whole thing. And it reads terribly. You should
have seen my review. Isn’t there some original sin somewhere inside
you?
HERMAN: Not any that I like to throw around.
Devil (the actress) grew up in the Dutch village of Soesterberg and
moved to England when her mother fell in love with an Englishman called
Henry. Her full name is an anagram of my favourite videogame; neither of
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us can remember how we worked this out. Her favourite videogame is
‘Tetris’, which I hate. The only book I’ve ever had published before was
called The Golden Files and it was about the game GoldenEye 007 for the
N64.
Her favourite memory of Holland is seeing an orchestrated
fireworks display with friends and finally feeling free. She has lucid
dreams wherein she is back there, flying through the fields and smiling
down on everybody she knew. The hates to be chained by anything. She
can’t fly but she’d love to. Her father is Dutch and never learnt how to
speak English. She hasn’t tried to teach him.
Devil (the actress) has 16 freckles on her face in the summertime.

DEVIL: (Just thinking of the idea) Throw the apple at me!
HERMAN: No!
This is a scene between my best friend and my girlfriend. It is
simultaneously a scene between the Queen of Evil and a bewildered
fictional character named Herman.
DEVIL: Go on! Throw it at me! Destroy the devil with an apple! You’ll be
like that guy with the slingshot and the pebble!
HERMAN: David?
DEVIL: (Gasp) That’s his name!
HERMAN: Who?
DEVIL: The real devil!
HERMAN: (Stares in confusion, DEVIL sits down with the audience in a huff.)
This script has travelled hundreds of miles on the back of the
magical creature called The Internet that swims through all the computers
in the world.
It has also been stolen from my room, as it was on a hard disc inside
a computer inside my room that was burgled only a month and a bit ago. It
may be working its way around the criminal underworld as I type. It might
be put on by amateur Gangsta’ dramatic societies.
It has also been printed off over fifty times and handed out, often
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in poorly presented fragments, to friends and actors, producers and
directors. It is like an organism that is trying to reproduce and survive.
You are nurturing it at this moment.
Herman pick up apple and considers it as walks to Purgatory desk. He goes to
take a bite of it and then suddenly, after an overhead ȇbing-bongȇ.
GOD: This is God. Come forth! God beckons you! The chewing gum has
been removed! By angels! (HERMAN walks to light of GOD).
What does the chewing gum represent? Sin. And that feeling that
you really, really need to go the toilet.
God (the actor) had a brilliant voice and a fragile heart. Devil (the
actress) had wanted to split up with him for a few weeks, but her heart was
too kind. I told him that we were going out whilst at a house party, when
his liver was coping with silly amounts of Stella Artois. It wasn’t a good
time to tell him. He shed some tears and then we went on a walk around
the woods and found a wounded badger. That put things into perspective.
HERMAN: Is that really God?
GOD: No, it’s the cat’s mother! Of course it’s God!
Notice how he never actually denies that he’s the cat’s mother.
HERMAN: Where are you? (Looking around)
GOD: Well it sounds like Iȇm omnipresent... but thatȇs just... bad acoustics.
Originally the acoustics were actually terrible, so we had to make a
joke out of it. The comedy remained; the acoustics improved.
HERMAN: Um, well, - hello?
GOD: What, just ‘hello’? You didn’t have any special welcome ready just for
God, your own creator? Never mind, I shall try to forget that and not
let it effect my final decision.
I wouldn’t even have thought of helping the wounded badger. I’m
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a writer and an observer, I’m a little rubbish when it comes to doing. But
God (the actor) picked the badger up and took him back to his garden. He
named the badger ‘Casablanca’ and fed it until its broken leg sorted itself
out.
God (the guy in the sky) would have done the same.
But he didn’t, did he? Casablanca never could understand why.
HERMAN: Your final decision?
GOD: Yes. Whether or not you can come into my club.
HERMAN: So that’s for you to decide? It seemed, over at hell, that it was
pretty much a free-for-all.
‘Club’ is definitely the focal word here.
God (the character) steals the show, I think. He’s got the best lines.
In an ideal world, God would look like this:

Or whatever.
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And that wasn’t drawn by a 5-year-old.
Sadly we could not cast any entity that resembled this.
GOD: Haven’t you realised that the devil is a lot more allowing? I think she’s
still operating the standard contract though - an eternity, no more, no
less, and no holiday leave. Like here. There are opportunities for
promotion in both areas.
HERMAN: To angel?
GOD: Well, yes, but mostly just managers, team leaders, you know.
In reality, most people get no further than ‘minion’ status.
HERMAN: Team leaders?
GOD: Yes, but anyway, let me get this clear, you didn’t believe in me?
HERMAN: No.
GOD: Well, do you believe in me now?
HERMAN: I’m not sure what I believe in at the moment.
GOD: Well when God stares you in the face, young man, you’d be pretty wise
to start to bloody believe in him, wouldn’t you think?
God (the actor) is still single.
God (The Theological Super Being) is also a bachelor.
He had this to say about marriage:
Genesis 2:24 Therefore shall a man leave his father and his mother,
and shall cleave unto his wife: and they shall be one flesh.
But God is not a man, he is über-man, so one presumes he gets very
lonely.
HERMAN: I really couldn’t say. This is all too… over my head.
GOD: Yes, well. We try to condescend but obviously we can’t reach
everyone.
In one production of this play, God’s voice was recorded onto
minidisk and the sound technician had to play every track at precisely the
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right time.
Working with God was a good experience. I would phone God. I
would pester God. I did what Niels Bohr advised against, and told God
what to do. I would teach God all about comedy timing.
I found God. He was a friend of a friend.
What I’ve always wanted to get into this play is God’s answer
machine message.
HERMAN: OK. One thing is, perhaps you’re too harsh to be God.
GOD: Wait, you’re telling God how to be God? You’re walking on ice my
friend, you’re walking on very thin ice.
HERMAN: Well, I’m only saying.
In reality, I have never heard a word or whimper from God (The
Metaphysical Entity of Purported Necessary Existence).
GOD: I’ve heard everything that you’ve said. I’ve definitely heard everything
that you’ve said about me. Not very pleasant things. Not things I’d
like to tell my mother. Not that I have a mother. Impressive, isn’t it?
HERMAN: What? That you don’t have a mother?
GOD: Yes.
I love these lines. I am proud of them.
HERMAN: Not really. I mean, surely you have more impressive facets.
GOD: I can make stuff go exceedingly fast.
HERMAN: Yeah, like that.
GOD: And that song, ‘What if God was one of us’. That was written about
me.
This sentence-long sing-song was only inserted recently.
You know I actually phoned up Tom Baker to give him the chance
to play God. I talked to his agent. He said that Tom Baker was busy – it
turned out that he was working on ‘Fort Boyard’, as the eccentric madman
in the lighthouse. Other hopefuls were Brian Blessed and Ian McKellan,
naturally. I’m still not sure if any of these were improvements on my
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initial model: The Wizard of Oz.
HERMAN: If you are who you sayGOD: So, I see you chose to visit my friend, The Devil, before me.
HERMAN: It was because of the chewing gum.
Remember, the chewing gum represents sin and minty fresh breath.
GOD: Yes. Yes, a fine excuse. (Coughs) Unbeliever. So, here you are, and
now, are you Christian?
HERMAN: No.
GOD: No, you’re meant to think about it and repent and take belief. This is
the last chance, kind of thing. That’s what I’m getting at.
Herman (the actor) never really got on with God (the actor). The
thing is, God (the actor) could have won a gold medal for close-talking, and
Herman (the actor) – my best friend – could probably manage a bronze. So
when they talked they were pretty close, and two close talkers usually just
don’t get on.
It was fortunate that God (the character) was a voice-over for this
play, as otherwise we could have unintentionally hinted at some sort of
homosexual connection between man and God. Though this would have
undoubtedly been rather intriguing, it wasn’t the message of the play at all.
That’s not to say that God (the character) is not homosexual, or that Herman
(the character) is not homosexual. Indeed they may both be as fruity as
chunky applesauce for all I know.
As stated above, one of my sisters is a lesbian. God may be a
lesbian. God may be a vegan. You can’t assume anything in this modern
world.
HERMAN: Oh. Well, what God are you?
GOD: Yes, I would love to say ‘the’ God but… well, we can’t have everything.
I’m the Christian God. Any denomination really, just ignore that piffle.
I actually felt a little harsh with this line. I don’t like calling
denominations ‘piffle’. But myeh. I didn’t say it. It was God.
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HERMAN: Christian? But why?
GOD: You were in the Christian catchment area.
HERMAN: Catchment area? If I don’t believe in God, how come I came here?
GOD: Oh, I see your logic! If you don’t believe in something, it can’t exist!
Spectacular. I must learn from you one day. Do you, earthling, have
any idea how complicated aiding the transmigration of souls over
entirely different dimensions actually is? It’s not a perfect world.
Thank the girl.
HERMAN: ButGOD: (worried, accusing) You’re looking at me.
Doing this without any physical God present was difficult but had
the benefit of demanding something of the audience’s imagination.
HERMAN: Yes but [Herman’s repetition mimics the rhythm of a heart’s last
dying beats] …
GOD: You’re looking at me [Why is God worried? What has he got to hide?
What is Gordon suggesting here?], thinking about what I look like
[Alliteration].
HERMAN: No I’m not. [Herman is in denial. Obvious Freudian influence]
GOD: Yes, you are. You are. [Certainty twinned with anxiety. Which is the
dominant twin? Who’s paying who?] You’re thinking that I look tiny
and puny [Anxiety] and less than what a God should look like [Classic
Appearance versus Reality conflict, typical of the period]
HERMAN: You’re starting to sound [Removing visual aspect; sound is more
neutral] like the other one.
GOD: The old devil? [Cheap joke is obviously indicative of fin de Siecle
disillusionment]
HERMAN: Well, that’s who she [Field day for feminists?] said she was, half
the time [women’s lies?].
Let me explain:
On the wall of my toilet is a print-off of a page of this script. One
of my housemates did it. He annotated it as if he was studying them for
GCSE English. The annotations are glorious. I see them every time I take
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comfort on the toilet seat.
These annotations aren’t as good as the ones up in my toilet. There
you go – a reason to visit.
This is not an academic analysis of my own work.
One of my ultimate ambitions in life has always been to have one
of my pieces of writing analysed by a hapless student and for them to see
ironies that I never intended and metaphors made out of misspellings.
That’s the dream.
GOD: Well she does have a nametag, I think a little courtesy might be in
order. From slightly inferior people. If you get my drift. Young one.
Immature. Scaredy-Cat…
HERMAN: She just talked nonsense.
The other reason why Herman (the actor) and God (the actor) don’t
really get on is that Herman (the actor) talks mainly nonsense. I’m used to
this; I love nonsense. God (the actor) is of a more serious breed. If you ask
him ‘How many beans make five?’ he’ll say ‘what?’ or – worse - ‘five’. He
won’t say ‘two beans, a bean and a half, half a bean, and a bean.’
Diagrammatically:

This is why God and Herman did not gel.
GOD: Don’t think you can come in here and grass on The Devil and hope I
lightning bolt her. One thing, I can’t - well, I say that I could but let’s be
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honest to ourselves - and secondly, she’s a good friend.
God and The Devil are the archetypal double-act. Good cop / Bad
cop. Cowboy / Indian. Whatever takes your fancy – they’ll do it.
HERMAN: You’re friends?
GOD: Of course. Hadn’t you noticed that we share office space?
HERMAN: But, why?
GOD: Do you know how long we’ve been on the job? We have different
views, certainly, yet I respect her for her views. We rarely see each
other. Always ends in a flaming row. But I hear she’s really an alright
gal.
I don’t know why I made this a dainty half-rhyme. God manages to
come across as mildly cute.
HERMAN: What’s so good about heaven?
GOD: The sex.
This play wouldn’t have been allowed ages ago, like in the ‘70s.
I bet the Pope would blow his nut.
I should’ve got the word ‘Wanksturbation’ in somehow.
HERMAN: Sex?
GOD: Yes. You wouldn’t have thought, would you?
HERMAN: Sex with who?
GOD: Oh, you found me out, there’s no sex in there. It’s all just loveliness.
And glitter. Yes, just pure bliss. Sorry! Idiot.
Note how God is on top by this point. Herman doesn’t stand a
chance. All bets are off.
HERMAN: The thing is GOD: (annoyingly) Sorry! Sorry! Can’t we get on with this? We have souls to
fight over.
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HERMAN: If heaven is anything like this, I want back into mortality.
GOD: Ungrateful human.
HERMAN: Do you actually fight over souls?
GOD: Not really, we just sort of flirt. Slap each other, pinch, pull each other’s
trousers down.
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HERMAN: I thought you never see each other?
GOD: We close our eyes. It’s great.
It’s 3:30 in the morning again. My increasing use of images betrays
me… Sleep-Joe is taking over.
People are genuinely surprised when I tell them I haven’t
memorised this script. I’m not an actor. Saying that, for this upcoming
production I am a sort of stand-in for God – if God doesn’t turn up, my Big
Voice is coming out. When Herman (the character) and I used to tape
ourselves acting out comedy sketches and the like in our early teens, I
always sucked arse. It was because I just couldn’t stop myself from
laughing. One of our first projects was this (presented in its original
format):
[A MAN walks on a path through picturesque, springtime
parkland. A SMART FELLOW walks in the opposite direction
and bumps into him. The MAN swivels and they both stop.]
FELLOW:
[In a ridiculously dramatic voice] Sorry, there! Hey, would you
by any chance want to DOMINATE THE WORLD?
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MAN:
[Strokes his chin and considers momentarily] Why, yes! Now
you mention it… I would like to [same pronunciation] DOMINATE
THE WORLD.
FELLOW:
Well now you can! You can DOMINATE THE WORLD in ten
foolproof steps, with DOMINATE THE WORLD.COM. Simply
access the website DOMINATE THE WORLD.COM and soon you
will be DOMINATING THE WORLD and filling up all of those spare
hours in your life.
It went on.
HERMAN: You’re both as mad as each other!
GOD: Try telling the courts that!
For most productions of this play we’ve actually had to dedicate
rehearsal time specifically to making sure Herman (the actor) didn’t laugh
in these scenes. He likes to laugh, our Herman. It’s all about goodness;
Herman’s a goodness nut.
HERMAN: What courts? Purgatory? It’s a useless room!
GOD: Yes, new system see. We used to use bananas.
I have no idea why I thought saying ‘bananas’ wrong in this context
would be funny, but it damn well paid off.
HERMAN: Bananas? For what?
GOD: To tell how good people were. This was when the rich were good and
the poor were bad. It’s all higgledy-piggledy now, isn’t it? Yes,
bananas. You see, rich people get the big bananas. That’s why the
Western world thinks that the average banana is this big and the native
banana growers get teensy bananas, not big enough to feed their
children. Who are as big as chickens. That’s why The Queen has a
banana as big as a horse.
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There is truth behind these absurdities. My brother once told me
that native banana growers really do get left with much smaller bananas,
because they have to export the larger bananas to make a decent living.
However, I was later informed by Herman (a different production’s actor)
that in fact native banana growers do get abnormally massive bananas, but
ones which are full of inedible gumpf. Here are five other facts about
bananas:
x Bananas are herbs.
x Bananas can reduce the risk of stroke by 40%
x Bananas are actually pink, but are died yellow to distinguish them
from sausages.
x Bananas are thirsty.
x Bananas are the second cousins of pineapples.
HERMAN: As big as a horse?
GOD: Bigger.
HERMAN: This is absolute shit.
GOD: Yet, in a way, it’s frighteningly true?
HERMAN: No.
GOD: Damn, that’s what I was going for. All that practice! Think of a
number.
HERMAN: OK.
GOD: Got it? 42!
Ooh, grand allusion here. The author of the material being subtly
alluded to here is one of my favourite literary geniuses.
HERMAN: No.
GOD: Fiddlesticks. (Pause) Do not take me for a conjuror of cheap tricks! (desk
light turns unimpressively on and off repeatedly, then awkward pause). So,
have you decided which club you’d prefer?
Piling on the referential humour here.
HERMAN: Heaven or hell?
GOD: Yes.
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HERMAN: At the moment, I must say purgatory seems the most peaceful.
GOD: But the cleaner will chuck you out on Wednesdays.
And we’re back to original comedy.
HERMAN: Do you still have days up here?
GOD: Up?? Up? How typical. Ask me a question. Any question. Come on,
I’m God.
HERMAN: O.K. What’s the meaning of life?
GOD: Easy. The state or quality that identifies living beings, characterised
chiefly by growth, reproduction, and response to stimuli… I use the
Collins definition.
From my 2001 Collins English Dictionary Plus Good Writing
Guide.
HERMAN: That’s average.
GOD: You’re average. I’m super-human!!
HERMAN: You’re just as bad as her.
GOD: That one? I’m like the anti-bad of her!
God (the character) is here assuming a bipolar scale of bad and antibad, which must look something like this:

The key philosophical issue here is obviously highlighted by
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G

Euphythro’s Dilemma:
SOCRATES: What makes stuff good?
EUTHYPHRO: The gods love it, innit?
SOCRATES: Yeah right, but maybe they love it cos it’s good.
EUTHYPHRO: Dunno.
YOU DECIDE!
HERMAN: You’re not. You’re just really, really frustrating, like her.
GOD: But… didn’t you want all your questions answered?
HERMAN: Well, if I’m here, I thought I might as well enquire. But you
haven’t helped at all.
GOD: Because everybody thinks their questions will be answered! And you,
you already thought you knew the answers! Well, I’m not telling. Is
everyone still trying to immortalise themselves down there?
HERMAN: I thought you knew everything?
GOD: I’m acting dumb. Remember what I said about thin ice. I know they’re
all trying to immortalise themselves. In art and plays -books! Ha!
Immortalised in books! As if the books are invincible! You ever
stopped to think how many books stroll in here, wanting to be Gods?
Saying that humans promised them? You know how hard it is to tell
them they shouldn’t even be here? To their little pretty faces!
On the subject of immortality via literature, I once collaborated on
a short story called ‘It used to be about the soy’. The basic premise is that
“many furious years in the future” paper will be globally depleted so
people will have to copy all literature over to another medium. The only
available writing medium turns out to be bacon. So everyone eats soy
instead of bacon. But then, more furious years into the future, word catches
on that you can actually eat this bacon. So everybody goes wild for bacon.
The story involves a character called Edge Backwards, the phrase,
“maelstrom of carnal rage and bacon craze”, and Time personified. It’s
about the futility of attempts to live immortal lives vicariously through
books and/or bacon.
This play does not deal with the matter of bacon.
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HERMAN: Now I just think you’re talking rubbish.
GOD: What were you expecting? I thought you were expecting just nothing,
an end (pause), death. And you got something else - you got wham!
Zing! I thought I gave Zing! (sad) I thought I gave Zing.
God (the actor) still has photos of his badger Casablanca.
His brother is autistic. God (the actor) thinks that he himself is 10%
autistic. I reckon he’s no more than 3% autistic. The only disability he
really has is his social tendency to be a close talker.
Sometimes he has to baby-sit his brother, who is 26. His brother
refers to him as ‘loud voice’. He can recognise God (the actor)’s hands and
hair and glasses, but recognises his deep voice the best. He can barely
recognise God (the actor)’s mind. He came and saw the play and didn’t get
it, but knew his brother was in it because of the voice.
Straight after the play he called his brother ‘God’ and then he
laughed. So he did get it, after all.
HERMAN: I’m just very confused. And I feel somehow more intelligent than
God.
GOD: What, intelligence can’t be silly? Jokes aren’t useful? You never saw
Einstein splat a custard pie into Nietzsche’s moustache?
Friedrich Nietzsche (1844 – 1900) had this to ask about God:
“What is it: is man only a blunder of God, or God only a blunder of
man?”
Albert Einstein (1879 - 1955) told the world this:
ȈI am convinced that God does not play dice.Ȉ
Albert Einstein reportedly splat a custard pie at Friedrich Nietzsche
on Tuesday 5th December 1885, in front of a slow-burning fire. Albert was
6-years-old, Friedrich was 41. They never spoke since.
They were both born German.
The German for ‘custard pie’ is Sahnetorte.
They both had famous moustaches.
The German for ‘moustache’ is Schnurrbart.
HERMAN: But you’re not even joking!
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GOD: And you’re not even living! One-all. No, seriously, here’s the thing…
here’s the thing… here’s the thing…
God, taunting his creation.
HERMAN: … where’s the thing?
GOD: The thing is, you can come into my club.
But it’s all OK… or is it?
HERMAN: Really?
GOD: Yeah. Yeah, you won. You impressed me. Did I hide it well?
HERMAN: To be honest, I thought you were a bit of a nob.
This was Herman (the actor)’s favourite line. He delivered it so
casually. There was a certain honesty to his performance.
When Herman (the actor) and I used to imitate pseudo-intellectuals
I used to say that a piece of modern art or literature had “a certain honesty”
to it. It’s one of those phrases that can be meaningful or meaningless,
depending on the day of the week.
The phrase itself has a certain honesty, I think.
GOD: You got me! Go right in.
HERMAN: What, to heaven?
GOD: Sure! First drink’s on me. Drink from the tap labelled ‘bliss’.
The famous neurotic Jewish New Yorker, Woody Allen had
something do with the writing of this play… I have never been able to
ascertain exactly what.
A little while after I finished ‘At Death’s Doors’, I heard of a
Woody Allen play called ‘God (A Play)’ and I thought it’d be crazy-weird if
Woody Allen had actually written exactly the same play as me (but with a
different title). This inspired me to write a short story, ‘The Tale of Moke
Greenerby’, about a guy who reads a bit of Woody Allen and then is able to
write the rest of Allen, word-for-word, all by himself. He doesn’t know
quite what to do with this amazing yet worthless talent, as Woody Allen
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always writes the stuff before he can. So he tries his hand at doing the
same with the work of Charles Dickens and succeeds. The rest is another
story…
However, the funny thing is that I had, about a year before I’d
written ‘At Death’s Doors’, read ‘God (A Play)’, I’d just forgotten about it.
So suddenly I was terrified that all I had actually done was copy Woody
Allen.
I hadn’t. The play that you are now reading was not written by
Woody Allen.
Some of my friends like Woody Allen; some think he’s a cock.
HERMAN: O…K… and you’re sure that this is heaven.
GOD: I don’t know… I’ve never checked… that’s a good point. Hmm. I guess
I’ve always just assumed.
I never liked that line. Room for improvement.
HERMAN: It’s heaven in there?
GOD: Probably.
On the original set, heaven’s door led to a rack of old suits.
I lost my first suit on that rack. I lent it to Angel (the actor), he
placed it on the rack… and then it vanished. I spent my entire sixth-form in
that suit. I still look back at sixth-form as the Golden Age of my life so far.
My first girlfriend, who I met for the first time when I was very happy and
very drunk, the day after I’d seen the first production of ‘At Death’s Doors’,
once said that I mythologize my sixth-form friendship group. She was
spot-on. And I loved her poetry. I still have it in an envelope that I don’t
open. All the memories would come flooding out.
HERMAN: Not hell?
GOD: No. You’ve got ten seconds to decide. Tick tick tick.
Back to the drama.
HERMAN: Why are you giving me ten seconds to decide?
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GOD: Suspense? Entertainment? I get very easily bored, you know. Seen it
all. 6 seconds.
I guess I was bowling for a crescendo.
At this point, this is supposed to be going through Herman’s mind:

!
HERMAN: If I go in, can I come out?
GOD: 4 seconds. Yes.
HERMAN: When?
GOD: In an eternity. 2 seconds.
HERMAN: I’m going in but I’m very sceptical.
GOD: Don’t you ever learn, unbeliever? (HERMAN opens door).
Hmmm.
HERMAN looks through door and stands bemused.
There were many suggestions for what to do here. In this version it
turns out to be a toilet. In one performance it was a toilet and out of it
walked Devil (the character). Nobody really got it, but nobody had the
heart to tell me for quite a while. I loved it. Devil walking out of heaven.
It answers questions. You’re thinking ‘Is this satire? Is this farce? Is this
religious commentary?’ and then - Bam! - you know it’s farce. Get the
slapstick ready. Ready Einstein’s Sahnetorte.
God and Devil just japing about… King of Good and Queen of
Bad just pranking around… I liked that.
But I see that it was a bit confusing. So Herman (the character)
just stares at a toilet.
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Except now there’s talk of letting Devil (the character) sit down
with the audience, get up, and look into the toilet/heavens with him. That’s
a good compromise.
HERMAN: It’s just a toilet. And… (DEVIL gets up and looks into toilet with him.)
DEVIL: Joke’s on you! (Laughs)
Who is the joke on?
This isn’t a nasty play.
GOD: (DEVIL takes a photo that creates a paparazzi flash) Bosh!
One of the best four-letter words in the dictionary.
HERMAN: What?!
DEVIL: I said, joke’s on you!
HERMAN: Why, I must know, is the joke on me?
GOD: Maybe because... your name’s Herman!
DEVIL: Herman! Like a girl man!
Notice how Herman’s name is not even mentioned until this
climax. I was keeping back my big guns. You’ll remember this name better
than if he’d been called Herman throughout the whole play, I guarantee.
Herman (the character) is the character most like all of us, of course.
He’s confused, he’s trying to work it all out, he defends himself… and
people assume that there’s something behind him – some story, some
personality – but he’s just made up of finite lines and finite thoughts.
And he’s not a deity.
But he’s dead, without ever being born.
At least you have ‘life’ going for you, presumably.
HERMAN: Can I go now?
DEVIL: Where to?… Hell?! (Both are in hysterics)
GOD: You’re such a penis!
DEVIL: Such a penis!
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I used to draw a face made out of a penis. Have it:

With all new myopia!

I don’t want to live in a world where penises are no longer funny.
HERMAN: Why? What have I done to deserve this?
DEVIL: I don’t know… sins!
GOD: Acts of kindness!
DEVIL: Penis, good one!
It was immature, really.
GOD: And you died! They always do that! Why don’t we make you more
reliable? Penis!
HERMAN: But what the hell’s going on?
DEVIL: Let’s just call it a near-death experience between friends.
Happy denouement??
HERMAN: So… I’m going back to earth?
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DEVIL: Yes, yes you are.
GOD: (Cracking up) Yeah, sure!
No chance.
HERMAN: Oh myGOD: Bet you expected something better than this!
HERMAN: Look, can I go back now or where do I go?
GOD: (Seriously) Well… well, I really don’t know. Devil, in brackets The,
where do… where do penises go to die?
This lined used to end, ‘where’s the penis factory?’. It got slated as
‘the worst line of the play’. Well, I guess one of the lines has to be the
worst.
And are penises ever, really, alive?
DEVIL: Good one, good one.
HERMAN: (Walking to desk) I’m not having this.
GOD: Yeah, (sarcastic) good one!
(Herman rings bell in Purgatory and waits a few seconds)
DEVIL: Herman!!
HERMAN presses bell and ‘What if God was One of us?’ starts playing.
Herman (the character)’s exit. Nice guy to work with.
Herman (the actor) is still trying to get goodness to ooze from his
music machine. He’s good at it, he really is.
I try to get goodness out of this computer machine and out of this
biological machine. ‘Goodness’ – sounds so shit. But that’s all we’re trying
to do.
That, and get laid.
DEVIL: (HERMAN wanders towards entrance door) I thought that was quite a
good show.
GOD: Yeah, something a bit different. We’ve got to ask for a raise. We’re
under appreciated.
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DEVIL: But there’s nobody to give us a raise!!
It was all just a big joke between friends.
GOD: Scrap the raise. Life is good. See you next death. Next time I’ll look
like Dick Van Dyke and we’ll both be naked but for a tie.
Always set yourself up for a sequel.
DEVIL: One to share!
GOD: And horses!
That’s the moral of the story… for those who missed it: “horses”.
DEVIL: And they can fall down a chimney and it’ll be great!
Fin.
(Song kicks in as HERMAN leaves theatre.)
That means I actually have to go to sleep.
This is a true Elucidation: dawn is creeping in through the cracks in
my curtains. The sun will sing me to sleep.
I hope this has been worth your time. Just remember what it’s all
been about: 4 fictional characters babbling nonsense for under 40 minutes.
Have fun.
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At Death’s Doors

Selected Outtakes and Pictures of Cakes
ANGEL: Number 38? Right. This is purgatory, over there is heaven (points to
the hell), and there’s hell (points to heaven).
HERMAN: What?
ANGEL: (Pointing to the wrong doors) Heaven, purgatory, hell.
HERMAN: What?
ANGEL: Oh, fuck.
HERMAN: What?
ANGEL: I got the doors wrong.
HERMAN: What?
ANGEL: I got the doors mixed up.
HERMAN: What? Am I still dead?
ANGEL: Yes. Sorry.
HERMAN: That’s OK.
ANGEL: I’m drunk.

HERMAN: No, there’s a difference between saying stuff that doesn’t make
sense, and making me think that my thoughts don’t make sense.
DEVIL: Look, let’s be honest with each other. Man to man, in brackets
woman, in brackets ‘Devil’, close brackets, square scrackets… oh piss.
CUT!
DEVIL: Look, let’s be honest with each other. Man to man, in brackets
woman, in brackets ‘Devil’, close brackets, square brackets, brackets,
brackets, brackets51

HERMAN: What?
DEVIL: Just deal with it you bloody mortalCUT!
DEVIL: Look, let’s be honest with each other. Man to man, in brackets
woman, in brackets ‘Devil’, close brackets, square brackets, ‘The’.
Cheese doesn’t lie!
WRITER: Fly. Cheese doesn’t fly.
DEVIL: I’m not doing it again.
WRITER: …
CUT!
DEVIL: Look, let’s be honest with each other. Man to man, in brackets man…
(Under breath) piss… (Over breath) man woman, square open rounded
stupid arse buggery brackets, put ‘Devil’ and then open the brackets
and have ‘The’ and then leave it and be done with it and just forget this
stupid, stupidWRITER: Get yourself composed, Devil.
DEVIL: But it doesn’t even make sense!
WRITER: You can do it.
DEVIL (Weeping) I can’t, I’m useless.
CUT!
DEVIL: Look, let’s be honest with each other. Man to man, in brackets
woman, in brackets ‘Devil’, close brackets, square brackets ‘The’.
Cheese doesn’t fly.
WRITER: (Tense pause) Mother of malevolence, I love you.
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GOD: … That’s why the Western world thinks that the average banana is this
big and the native banana growers get teensy bananas, not big enough
to feed their children. Who are as big as chickens. That’s why The
Queen has a banana as big as a house.
JOE GORDON: Horse. Horse! And you really have to launch yourself into it.
That’s why the Queen has a banana as big as a horse.
GOD: (Imitating) That’s why the Queen has a banana as big as a horse. (Sigh) I
should have made myself omnifunny.
ANGEL: (Popping his head around from behind the set) Can’t he say house?
GOD: Yes, can I?
JOE GORDON: No. It’s horse or nothing.
GOD: But I’m God.
JOE GORDON: Don’t go there again.
GOD: And I want to have a dancing scene.
JOE GORDON: (Frankly) You can’t dance for peanuts. You’re invisible. And
you’ll never make it to Broadway with that attitude.
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At Death’s Doors
- In Small And Without Interruption
Centre-stage is a simple office room with one door to each side.
There is a magazine table, on which there lie magazines such as
ȇChurch Monthlyȇ and ȇHell-Oh!ȇ There is a desk that has two
trays on it, one marked ȇInȇ and one marked ȇOutȇ, and a service
bell. HERMAN - an upstanding middleclass Brit - is sitting by
the magazine table, holding a queue ticket and looking unsure of
where he is. ANGEL - a camp receptionist - enters.
ANGEL: Number 38? Right. This is purgatory, over there is heaven
(points to the main door), and there’s hell (points to the stage
door).
HERMAN: What?
ANGEL: (pointing) Heaven, purgatory, hell.
HERMAN: What?
ANGEL: Oh, sorry, I forgot, and you’re dead.
HERMAN: What?
ANGEL: Yeah, and some people think it’s, like, a big practical joke,
but it’s not. Because you’re actually dead.
HERMAN: What?
ANGEL: And you wouldn’t believe the trouble we have trying to tell
people that we’re not actors and that this is our day-job,
and they actually say, ‘don’t quit your day-job’ and the
only thing we can really say to that is, ‘look, mate, you’re
dead, honest to God - which is actually part of the contract
- and you better hope that I’m good at this job, or you’ll be
going to the wrong room.’
HERMAN: What?
ANGEL: That’s FIVE whats! That’s enough to power a little light
inside your brain that goes ‘ping’ and says to you, ‘you
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know, maybe I am dead and this angel guy knows what
he’s talking about’.
HERMAN: But… I don’t even believe in God!
ANGEL: I know… and that’s why you have rather a lot of explaining
to do!
HERMAN: But…
ANGEL: Are you stuck again? Look, no jokes, you’re dead.
HERMAN: But…
ANGEL: Yeah, and don’t worry, it was a happy death. Like fish.
Yeah, you died like a free fish, so don’t worry about it and
enjoy the time you spend here.
HERMAN: But…
ANGEL: AndHERMAN: No, wait, sorry I actually do have something to say.
ANGEL: Yes?
HERMAN: Yes. I don’t get it - you said it’s your job to make sure I
don’t enter the wrong room. But you just told me that
there’s heaven and there’s hell?
ANGEL: Ah, but who says that I’m an angel apart from me? And
who says that you’re meant to go to heaven and who says
you’re meant to go to hell. That’s what this little room’s
for, and that’s my job, sort of. Though I don’t actually
have contractual responsibility anymore because we’ve
downsized and now it’s all self-service.
HERMAN: Self-service?
ANGEL: Yes. We used to do tests on you in here. We had an IQ test
where we’d ask you lots of questions, like what’s the
square root of this, and what does this word mean, and
what’s the funny shape… and then real sneakily there’d be
a question like, ‘would you murder your mother if you
were paid a million pounds’. It was randomly inserted into
the test, so we thought people would just answer
naturally. It was against the clock, you see. Tapping into
their subconscious, spiritual forces. You’d be surprised
how many people got caught out by that one. And we had
fitness tests. But someone realised that someone’s fitness
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might not be proportional to their morality, so we had to
scrap it. But it was one of the favourites, everyone thought
it was fun. Except fat monks. Fat monks never liked it.
They always complained that it was unfair on people who
had devoted their lives to religion instead of exercising.
But then, there’s always an alternative to fatty foods, isn’t
there? That’s what I thought. But the system needed to be
changed. Anywho - as I said, self-service, ring this bell
(indicates) if you need me, and have a whale of a time.
HERMAN: But aren’t you supposed to be helping me?
ANGEL: You’d think so, wouldn’t you?
HERMAN:… (confused) yes?
ANGEL: Yeah. Sorry, it’s just the job gets a little repetitive
sometimes. And a tad morbid.
HERMAN: Well can’t you tell me more about my death?
ANGEL: Thing is, I never understood the system and I’m just stalling
you.
HERMAN: What do you mean?
ANGEL: Well, (approaches and settles), if this was all eternal and
immortal and ever-lasting, then how long before people
stop clinging onto their mortal life? I mean even Jesus is
still banging on about the bloody loaves and fishes, not to
mention the cross, and he’s up there, you know, brownnosing. Some say he’s even in cahoots with the boss. So
when people ask me about their death, I don’t know
whether or not I want to tell them, because maybe they
should just forget it and enjoy eternal happiness… or, you
know, grin and bear eternal damnation. I haven’t yet seen
someone do that though - everyone, you’ll see, always
banging on about they lived and how they died. But I
don’t know, and I shouldn’t really be bashing the system
because it’s been very good to me. (whispers) And it let me
off on a little, you know, dirty sin, that I’ve had to keep
back from that one (points to Hell). You know (makes a
weird gesture). I didn’t know it was a sin. At the time, lots
of things were sins, and it got confusing which ones were

and which ones weren’t. I was - See what I was saying?
Always harking back to the mortal life. Try not to do it. I
mean, actually, try not do it. You’ll realise how impossible
it is. Makes you think, doesn’t it. And there’s plenty of
time for thinking here (pause). See, you just had a few
seconds of that. Extend that to infinity. But you never get
to infinity, do you? Got a lot of time to ponder things like
that. (slaps HERMAN on the shoulder) But don’t worry, I’m
not having you on. You’re actually dead. Kind of
reassuring, in a way? Isn’t it? Like going to sleep after a
hard day at work? (HERMAN looks mildly terrified) No?
Oh well, can’t please everybody. Ring if you need me
(Exits through front of stage or side door.)

HERMAN: (Walks to Heaven door, looks around, tries the Heaven door. It
doesn’t open so goes to the Hell door. It opens and he enters.
Lights turn to Hell. The DEVIL comes out, seeming like a
receptionist.). Hello, is this hell?
DEVIL: (In French: Bet you haven’t said that before)
HERMAN: So, it is? Je... le... suisDEVIL: Oh, you’re English. Another Englishman. Zut alors…
bollocks.
HERMAN: (In consternation) Bollocks?.. is this hell?
DEVIL: (Same tone as when in French) Bet you’ve never said that before.
HERMAN: I just… so it is?
DEVIL: Yeah. But you’re not allowed to see it until you, you know,
know which way you’re going.
HERMAN: And you’re some kind of receptionist?
DEVIL: (sighs) Buddy, what does it say on my nametag.
HERMAN: Sorry, I haven’t got my glasses on. (Approaches) Devil, in
brackets The.
RECPTIONIST: Is that a shock?
HERMAN: What?
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HERMAN is left by himself.
plants and the like.

Steps around, inspecting pot

DEVIL: I mean, look at me, I’m just a normal kind of girl, aren’t I? No
wah! No ooo! No horns! No red! No blood! Bet I get a
bad press back on earth. Make me look fat and grotesque,
and that’s just the start of the lies. I fought back but all I
could get was for God’s name to be used as swear words.
HERMAN: WellDEVIL: Christ!
HERMAN: -none of this really seemsDEVIL: In the throes of passion?
HERMAN: (Confused) -how I expected it. I thought angels have
wings andDEVIL: Yes, they do. It’s just not fashionable to show them anymore.
When birds on earth got the same idea it was disastrous.
They all fell out of the sky. Guess who cleared that one up?
You ever had moments where things, fundamental things,
haven’t made sense? Or were suddenly different from
how you used to truly believe? Everything just seems
odd? Like your whole lifeȇs just been one stupid game of
Blind Manȇs Bluff?
HERMAN: Yeah, yeah I suppose so. Quite frequently too.
DEVIL: And you’re being poked and tickled from all sides,
manipulated in a metaphysical manner? Nothing makes
sense… Yeah, no, sorry, that wasn’t anything to do with
our power, I just always think that’s pretty cool.
HERMAN: I see. So, how do you have power over the things on
earth?
DEVIL: I do.
HERMAN: How did you teach birds to fly again?
DEVIL: Zaps. No, not really. That was a lie.
HERMAN: What?
DEVIL: I made it up. You’ve got to do something, Hell gets as boring
as hell. (Sincerely) Laugh. Laugh, now.
HERMAN: No.
DEVIL: Or you won’t be able to join my club.
HERMAN: I don’t want to join your club.
DEVIL: What a spoilsport. But here’s the real comedy - technically I

have a greater claim over you than Old White-Beard over
there, seeing as you didn’t believe in God, did you?
HERMAN: I didn’t believe in you, either!
DEVIL: Ah, but did you ever say it?
HERMAN: Well… I can’t remember saying it, no. I thought the two
came hand in hand!
DEVIL: I don’t need him. He’d be nothing without me.
HERMAN: Exactly.
DEVIL: No, not exactly. Not exactly. Because I’d do fine without him.
I’m a one-woman show. I can play one of those one-manband things, you know.
HERMAN: Can you?
DEVIL: No. But I’m playing with your mind!
HERMAN: No, you’re not.
DEVIL: Give me time, give me time. Anyway, I think it’s a little
mean. Saying that I couldn’t exist if he didn’t exist. I
could have won the war.
HERMAN: Yes, but you evidently didn’t.
DEVIL: Maybe I did. Maybe the guy in there is just one of hell’s
angels.
HERMAN: Is he?
DEVIL: Is who? Me? Who’s me? Whosimee! (makes a face) Blah!
(Composes hermself). Yes, I could have won. Evil was
always stronger because we have many more sharp edges.
HERMAN: Is that a fact?
DEVIL: No. I lied again. Join my club. Go on. I would say that it’s
heavenly but…
HERMAN: You’re not a very good salesman, are you?
DEVIL: Aren’t I? You tell me.
HERMAN: I just did.
DEVIL: No you didn’t, you asked me a question. I gave no answer.
Nobody won. Join my club.
HERMAN: It seems like you’re an abysmal salesperson.
DEVIL: You could say diabolical. But don’t. It’s not true. Am I? If
you buy into this thing, then surely I’ll be a good
salesperson.
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HERMAN: Yes.
DEVIL: (Sighs) No, I’m terrible. He’s getting everybody these days. I
try so hard but he always wins.
HERMAN: There, perhaps a sentence of sense. Wait, why am I
educating the devil?
DEVIL: Because you love me. Don’t deny it. And now you’re
sympathetic of my poor, poor hell, and you want to join it
and me. Yes?
HERMAN: No.
DEVIL: I have a confession.
HERMAN: For your sins? Couldn’t that take some time?
DEVIL: No, for one lie. I’m not actually the devil.
HERMAN: But it says so on your nametag! Devil, in brackets The.
DEVIL: I printed it off. It’s a lie. I’m a fraud.
HERMAN: Who’s the devil?
DEVIL: (leans in and whispers) Jesus.
HERMAN: Jesus? Jesus is the devil?
DEVIL: Ha! That’s a sin! You blasphemed! You must join my club!
HERMAN: What, so you are the devil?
DEVIL: What’s it to you?
HERMAN: (loudly) I just died! This is when I’m meant to find out
everything!
DEVIL: Nobody ever promised you that. Did God promise you that?
HERMAN: I don’t know, I haven’t seen him yet.
DEVIL: You came to me first? I already have you under my spell?
HERMAN: No, it was just I couldn’t open the door.
DEVIL: I know. I chewing gummed up the lock.
HERMAN: Wait, are you actually the devil? Brackets and all?
DEVIL: No. The real devil’s the other one, not Jesus - Peter. Him fom the Bible. Peter. You know, Peter Pan! Peter Pan!
Hook!
HERMAN: I don’t understand you.
DEVIL: And yet you said I couldn’t play with your mind! Ha! (cries)
Next! This one’s smitten!
HERMAN: No, there’s a difference between saying stuff that doesn’t
make sense, and making me think that my thoughts don’t

make sense.
DEVIL: Look, let’s be honest with each other. Man to man, in brackets
woman, in brackets ‘Devil’, close brackets, square brackets
‘The’. Cheese doesn’t fly.
HERMAN: What do you mean?
DEVIL: I jelly fish mean liquefy you.
HERMAN: Are you just spouting random words?
DEVIL: Ha! Random words. The unpredictable. The ambushers.
Unexplained. Unasked for. The quirky bursts. The nonsequitur.
HERMAN: Yes, all that stuff.
DEVIL: Er, yeah. Did it work?
HERMAN: What were you trying to do?
DEVIL: Mess with ya.
HERMAN: Then no, it didn’t work.
DEVIL: I am Spartacus.
HERMAN: Are you?
DEVIL: (Laughs heavily) You’re an idiot. I’m the devil.
HERMAN: Are you though?
DEVIL: No.
HERMAN: That’s it, I’m off to find God. Because quite frankly you’re
nonsensical and a nuisance. (makes for Heaven door)
DEVIL: That’s not club-talk. You’ll never be in the hell club if you
talk like that. Or maybe you will. Or maybe you’ll never
know. Or maybeHERMAN: Shut up, or talk to yourself, but I’m going to see God.
DEVIL: As I said, don’t expect anything. There’s no reason to. First,
have a bite of my apple.
HERMAN: What?
DEVIL: My apple (picks from desk). Eat it? For me?
HERMAN: No. I read the bible. Parts of it.
DEVIL: Dramatisation, the whole thing. And it reads terribly. You
should have seen my review. Isn’t there some original sin
somewhere inside you?
HERMAN: Not any that I like to throw around.
DEVIL: (Just thinking of the idea) Throw the apple at me!
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HERMAN: No!
DEVIL: Go on! Throw it at me! Destroy the devil with an apple!
You’ll be like that guy with the slingshot and the pebble!
HERMAN: David?
DEVIL: (gasp) That’s his name!
HERMAN: Who?
DEVIL: The real devil!
HERMAN: (Stares in confusion, DEVIL sits down with the audience in a
huff.)

GOD: This is God. Come forth! God beckons you! The chewing gum
has been removed! By angels! (HERMAN walks to light of
GOD).
HERMAN: Is that really God?
GOD: No, it’s the cat’s mother! Of course it’s God!
HERMAN: Where are you? (Looking around)
GOD: Well it sounds like Iȇm omnipresent... but thatȇs just... bad
acoustics.
HERMAN: Um, well, - hello?
GOD: What, just ‘hello’? You didn’t have any special welcome ready
just for
God, your own creator? Never mind, I shall try
to forget that and not let it effect my final decision.
HERMAN: Your final decision?
GOD: Yes. Whether or not you can come into my club.
HERMAN: So that’s for you to decide? It seemed, over at hell, that it
was pretty much a free-for-all.
GOD: Haven’t you realised that the devil is a lot more allowing? I
think she’s still operating the standard contract though an eternity, no more, no less, and no holiday leave. Like
here. There are opportunities for promotion in both areas.
HERMAN: To angel?
GOD: Well, yes, but mostly just managers, team leaders, you know.

HERMAN: Team leaders?
GOD: Yes, but anyway, let me get this clear, you didn’t believe in me?
HERMAN: No.
GOD: Well, do you believe in me now?
HERMAN: I’m not sure what I believe in at the moment.
GOD: Well when God stares you in the face, young man, you’d be
pretty wise to start to bloody believe in him, wouldn’t you
think?
HERMAN: I really couldn’t say. This is all too… over my head.
GOD: Yes, well. We try to condescend but obviously we can’t reach
everyone.
HERMAN: OK. One thing is, perhaps you’re too harsh to be God.
GOD: Wait, you’re telling God how to be God? You’re walking on
ice my friend, you’re walking on very thin ice.
HERMAN: Well, I’m only saying.
GOD: I’ve heard everything that you’ve said. I’ve definitely heard
everything that you’ve said about me. Not very pleasant
things. Not things I’d like to tell my mother. Not that I
have a mother. Impressive, isn’t it?
HERMAN: What? That you don’t have a mother?
GOD: Yes.
HERMAN: Not really. I mean, surely you have more impressive
facets.
GOD: I can make stuff go exceedingly fast.
HERMAN: Yeah, like that.
GOD: And that song, ‘What if God was one of us’. That was written
about me.
HERMAN: If you are who you sayGOD: So, I see you chose to visit my friend, The Devil, before me.
HERMAN: It was because of the chewing gum.
GOD: Yes. Yes, a fine excuse. (coughs) Unbeliever. So, here you are,
and now, are you Christian?
HERMAN: No.
GOD: No, you’re meant to think about it and repent and take belief.
This is the last chance, kind of thing. That’s what I’m
getting at.
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HERMAN: Oh. Well, what God are you?
GOD: Yes, I would love to say ‘the’ God but… well, we can’t have
everything. I’m the Christian God. Any denomination
really, just ignore that piffle.
HERMAN: Christian? But why?
GOD: You were in the Christian catchment area.
HERMAN: Catchment area? If I don’t believe in God, how come I
came here?
GOD: Oh, I see your logic! If you don’t believe in something, it can’t
exist! Spectacular. I must learn from you one day. Do you,
earthling, have any idea how complicated aiding the
transmigration of souls over entirely different dimensions
actually is? It’s not a perfect world. Thank the girl.
HERMAN: ButGOD: (worried, accusing) You’re looking at me.
HERMAN: Yes but…
GOD: You’re looking at me, thinking about what I look like.
HERMAN: No I’m not.
GOD: Yes, you are. You are. You’re thinking that I look tiny and
puny and less than what a God should look like.
HERMAN: You’re starting to sound like the other one.
GOD: The old devil?
HERMAN: Well, that’s who she said she was, half the time.
GOD: Well she does have a nametag, I think a little courtesy might be
in order. From slightly inferior people. If you get my
drift. Young one. Immature. Scaredy-Cat…
HERMAN: She just talked nonsense.
GOD: Don’t think you can come in here and grass on The Devil and
hope I lightning bolt her. One thing, I can’t - well, I say
that I could but let’s be honest to ourselves - and secondly,
she’s a good friend.
HERMAN: You’re friends?
GOD: Of course. Hadn’t you noticed that we share office space?
HERMAN: But, why?
GOD: Do you know how long we’ve been on the job? We have
different views, certainly, yet I respect her for her views.

We rarely see each other. Always ends in a flaming row.
But I hear she’s really an alright gal..
HERMAN: What’s so good about heaven?
GOD: The sex.
HERMAN: Sex?
GOD: Yes. You wouldn’t have thought, would you?
HERMAN: Sex with who?
GOD: Oh, you found me out, there’s no sex in there. It’s all just
loveliness. And glitter. Yes, just pure bliss. Sorry! Idiot.
HERMAN: The thing is GOD: (annoyingly) Sorry! Sorry! Can’t we get on with this? We have
souls to fight over.
HERMAN: If heaven is anything like this, I want back into mortality.
GOD: Ungrateful human.
HERMAN: Do you actually fight over souls?
GOD: Not really, we just sort of flirt. Slap each other, pinch, pull each
other’s trousers down.
HERMAN: I thought you never see each other?
GOD: We close our eyes. It’s great.
HERMAN: You’re both as mad as each other!
GOD: Try telling the courts that!
HERMAN: What courts? Purgatory? It’s a useless room!
GOD: Yes, new system see. We used to use bananas.
HERMAN: Bananas? For what?
GOD: To tell how good people were. This was when the rich were
good and the poor were bad. It’s all higgledy-piggledy
now, isn’t it? Yes, bananas. You see, rich people get the
big bananas. That’s why the Western world thinks that the
average banana is this big and the native banana growers
get teensy bananas, not big enough to feed their children.
Who are as big as chickens. That’s why The Queen has a
banana as big as a horse.
HERMAN: As big as a horse?
GOD: Bigger.
HERMAN: This is absolute shit.
GOD: Yet, in a way, it’s frighteningly true?
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Herman pick up apple and considers it as walks to Purgatory desk. He goes
to take a bite of it and then suddenly, after an overhead ȇbingbongȇ.

HERMAN: No.
GOD: Damn, that’s what I was going for. All that practice! Think of a
number.
HERMAN: OK.
GOD: Got it? 42!
HERMAN: No.
GOD: Fiddlesticks. (Pause) Do not take me for a conjuror of cheap
tricks! (desk light turns unimpressively on and off repeatedly,
then awkward pause). So, have you decided which club
you’d prefer?
HERMAN: Heaven or hell?
GOD: Yes.
HERMAN: At the moment, I must say purgatory seems the most
peaceful.
GOD: But the cleaner will chuck you out on Wednesdays.
HERMAN: Do you still have days up here?
GOD: Up?? Up? How typical. Ask me a question. Any question.
Come on, I’m God.
HERMAN: O.K. What’s the meaning of life?
GOD: Easy. The state or quality that identifies living beings,
characterised chiefly by growth, reproduction, and
response to stimuli… I use the Collins definition.
HERMAN: That’s average.
GOD: You’re average. I’m super-human!!
HERMAN: You’re just as bad as her.
GOD: That one? I’m like the anti-bad of her!
HERMAN: You’re not. You’re just really, really frustrating, like her.
GOD: But… didn’t you want all your questions answered?
HERMAN: Well, if I’m here, I thought I might as well enquire. But
you haven’t helped at all.
GOD: Because everybody thinks their questions will be answered!
And you, you already thought you knew the answers!
Well, I’m not telling. Is everyone still trying to immortalise
themselves down there?
HERMAN: I thought you knew everything?
GOD: I’m acting dumb. Remember what I said about thin ice. I know

they’re all trying to immortalise themselves. In art and
plays -books! Ha! Immortalised in books! As if the books
are invincible! You ever stopped to think how many books
stroll in here, wanting to be Gods? Saying that humans
promised them? You know how hard it is to tell them they
shouldn’t even be here? To their little pretty faces!
HERMAN: Now I just think you’re talking rubbish.
GOD: What were you expecting? I thought you were expecting just
nothing, an end (pause), death. And you got something else
- you got wham! Zing! I thought I gave Zing! (sad) I
thought I gave Zing.
HERMAN: I’m just very confused. And I feel somehow more
intelligent than God.
GOD: What, intelligence can’t be silly? Jokes aren’t useful? You
never saw Einstein splat a custard pie into Nietzsche’s
moustache?
HERMAN: But you’re not even joking!
GOD: And you’re not even living! One-all. No, seriously, here’s the
thing… here’s the thing… here’s the thing…
HERMAN: … where’s the thing?
GOD: The thing is, you can come into my club.
HERMAN: Really?
GOD: Yeah. Yeah, you won. You impressed me. Did I hide it well?
HERMAN: To be honest, I thought you were a bit of a nob.
GOD: You got me! Go right in.
HERMAN: What, to heaven?
GOD: Sure! First drink’s on me. Drink from the tap labelled ‘bliss’.
HERMAN: O…K… and you’re sure that this is heaven.
GOD: I don’t know… I’ve never checked… that’s a good point. Hmm.
I guess I’ve always just assumed.
HERMAN: It’s heaven in there?
GOD: Probably.
HERMAN: Not hell?
GOD: No. You’ve got ten seconds to decide. Tick tick tick.
HERMAN: Why are you giving me ten seconds to decide?
GOD: Suspense? Entertainment? I get very easily bored, you know.
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Seen it all. 6 seconds.
HERMAN: If I go in, can I come out?
GOD: 4 seconds. Yes.
HERMAN: When?
GOD: In an eternity. 2 seconds.
HERMAN: I’m going in but I’m very sceptical.
GOD: Don’t you ever learn, unbeliever? (HERMAN opens door).
Hmmm.

GOD: Bet you expected something better than this!
HERMAN: Look, can I go back now or where do I go?
GOD: (Seriously) Well… well, I really don’t know. Devil, in brackets
The, where do… where do penises go to die?
DEVIL: Good one, good one.
HERMAN: (Walking to desk) I’m not having this.
GOD: Yeah, (sarcastic) good one!
(Herman rings bell in Purgatory and waits a few seconds)
DEVIL: Herman!!

HERMAN looks through door and stands bemused.
HERMAN presses bell and ‘What if God was One of us?’ starts playing.
HERMAN: It’s just a toilet. And… (DEVIL gets up and looks into toilet
with him.)
DEVIL: Joke’s on you! (laughs)
GOD: (DEVIL takes a photo that creates paparazzi flash) Bosh!
HERMAN: What?!
DEVIL: I said, joke’s on you!
HERMAN: Why, I must know, is the joke on me?
GOD: Maybe because... your name’s Herman!
DEVIL: Herman! Like a girl man!
HERMAN: Can I go now?
DEVIL: Where to?… Hell?! (Both are in hysterics)
GOD: You’re such a penis!
DEVIL: Such a penis!
HERMAN: Why? What have I done to deserve this?
DEVIL: I don’t know… sins!
GOD: Acts of kindness!
DEVIL: Penis, good one!
GOD: And you died! They always do that! Why don’t we make you
more reliable? Penis!
HERMAN: But what the hell’s going on?
DEVIL: Let’s just call it a near-death experience between friends.
HERMAN: So… I’m going back to earth?
DEVIL: Yes, yes you are.
GOD: (Cracking up) Yeah, sure!
HERMAN: Oh my-
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DEVIL: (HERMAN wanders towards entrance door) I thought that was
quite a good show.
GOD: Yeah, something a bit different. We’ve got to ask for a raise.
We’re under appreciated.
DEVIL: But there’s nobody to give us a raise!!
GOD: Scrap the raise. Life is good. See you next death. Next time I’ll
look like Dick Van Dyke and we’ll both be naked but for a
tie.
DEVIL: One to share!
GOD: And horses!
DEVIL: And they can fall down a chimney and it’ll be great!
(Song kicks in as HERMAN leaves theatre.)
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A Conversation That Took Place One Minute From Now
In One Act
JOE GORDON: So it’s fine?
FRIEND: Yeah, but take out ‘ooze goodness’.
JOE GORDON: Why? I like ‘ooze goodness’.
FRIEND: It’s too obvious a reference to wanking.
JOE GORDON: What? (With sincerity) It’s not a reference to wanking. I wasn’t
thinking of wanking!
FRIEND: Well it’s the word ‘ooze’… or maybe ‘goodness’…
JOE GORDON: I like ‘ooze’… I like ‘goodness’.
FRIEND: (Listening to his own voice) Ooze.
JOE GORDON: Ooze.
FRIEND: And, technically, a guitar isn’t a machine… but I’ll give you that.
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(The curtains nearly close and then…)
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